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The three-day service camp will aim at servicing 2019-2020 Jawa customers in both the cities

To assist customers, leading original equipment manufacturers will also be present at the camp

Within the next few months, the Classic-motorcycles marquee will host a series of Mega Service camps in

various cities across nation

Pune, February 20, 2024: Jawa Yezdi Motorcycles is set to extend its highly successful Mega Service Camp to

Jaipur, Rajasthan, and Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. Following two successful service camps in Kerala, the three-

day events will take place in Jaipur from February 23 to 25 and in Lucknow from February 29 to March 3,

exclusively catering to Jawa motorcycle owners of the 2019 and 2020 models in these regions.

Building on the success of previous service camps in Cochin and Calicut, which serviced over 850 Jawa

motorcycles, the brand plans to conduct Mega Service Camps across multiple cities in the coming months. This

initiative underscores the brand's commitment to prioritising customer satisfaction and delivering an

unparalleled ownership experience.

Ashish Singh Joshi, CEO of Jawa Yezdi Motorcycles, expressed enthusiasm about expanding the Mega

Service Camps nationwide, stating, "We are thrilled to broaden the reach of our Mega Service Camps across the

country. The outstanding response in Kerala allowed us to engage with our valued customers, who play a

crucial role in shaping our products and processes. Through these camps, we aim to provide a comprehensive

ownership experience for our motorcycles."

As part of the service camp, owners of 2019-2020 Jawa motorcycles are entitled to a comprehensive vehicle

health check-up and a free replacement of select parts. Leading original equipment suppliers, including Motul,

Amaron, and Ceat Tyres, will be actively participating to assist customers.



In a continued commitment to long-term customer satisfaction, Jawa Yezdi Motorcycles is offering

complimentary extended warranties based on the motorcycles' health evaluation. Additionally, a designated

zone will be set up for owners interested in upgrading their motorcycles to assess the exchange value.

Details for the Jaipur Mega Service Camp:

Location: Dev Autotech, #1 Neelkanth Colony, Vidhti Nagar Corner, Ajmer Road, Jaipur – 302021, Rajasthan.

Details for the Lucknow Mega Service Camp:

Location: Crescendo Motor LLP, Kumar Cold Storage, Girirkunj, Hardoi Road, Lucknow – 226003, Uttar

Pradesh.

Owners of Jawa Yezdi Motorcycles are encouraged to reserve their slots at the nearest brand dealership. Don't

miss the opportunity to ensure your motorcycle receives top-notch care and experience the commitment to

customer satisfaction firsthand.

Website Link: https://www.jawamotorcycles.com/

Facebook Link: https://www.facebook.com/jawamotorcycles/

Twitter Link: https://twitter.com/jawamotorcycles

Instagram Link: https://instagram.com/jawamotorcycles
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